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September 1. 1992

Robert W. Lobsinger
Publisher  
Newkirk Herald Journal
Newkirk, ox 74647

Dear Mr. Lobsinger:

Your Rena W'einberg'is,' I believe, not my Rena; but the South
African accent of your Rena did ring a bell. I believe your Rena
really ig Rena Weinberg, _i_s South African and lgg a member of the
notorious intelligence bureau of the notorious Guardian's Office
of that notorious church before it renamed the GO OSA, and gg now
a member of jLs_ notorious intel bureau. _

Your Rena can be checked out with Gordon Cook, now in
Johannesburg, SA, formerly the head of the GO in that country and
in 1981/2 Mary Sue Hubbard's replacement as Controller, head of
the GO internationally under Ron Hubbard and David Miscavige.
Gordon can be reached through Malcolm Nothling, about whom you
called me a couple of months ago. P.O. Box ‘I34, Highlands North.
2037 South Africa. Tel: O11-27-11-728-4768.

The GO, according to present day Miscavige scriptures, was
manned with criminals. Except for Rena, Heber and so forth.
Narconon in the good old GO days was operated by the GO under its
Social Coordination Bureau. But all of the GO was controlled by
the intel bureau, as all of scientology today is controlled by
the secret actions of secret people in its still operating secret
intelligence apparatus. Now, of course, Miscavige primarily uses
non-Scino PI's and intelligence professionals operated through
and shielded by what are so common they have made of their ilk a
redundancy: sleazy lawyers.

Mike St. Amnons, Narconon Chilocco public relations
director. (see Oct 24, 1991 AP article) just possibly maybe has
sot to be probably a fellow I knew from the Boston org in the
50/OSA legal bureau when I worked in Boston with Michael Flynn in
1935/B6. I recall the name as Michael St. Amand. And I see a
Maureen St. Amand showing up as financial director for Narconon
Chilocco in a February 2, 1992 Daily Oklahoman article. Dollars
*9 doanutics the St. Amands are Sea Org Missionaires on Mission
Orders (MO's) and are being operated by, and reporting back to,
an SO Mission Ops in OSA, or, having failed, have been recalled
1°!‘ ethics handling.

6 I imagine you have it already. but here is the 6-29-92
ecision in Church of Spiritual Technology v. US in the US Claims

Court. Case no. 581-881‘. . It is very worthy literature.
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Please put me on your mailing list for whatever you write on

this odd subject, and consider me a resource for what‘ oin
in this other sector. '

See you sometime

Gerry Armstrong '
715 Sir Francis Drake Blvd
San Anselmo, CA 94960
(415)456-8450

Hub Law Offices
(415) 258-0360
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